EAST   AGAIN
to keep pace with the rest. The rate of travel was always slow
and it took us daily from seven to eight hours to cover from
twelve to fifteen miles, but never for more than a few hundred
yards at a time was the path level- The coolies too required rest
at regular intervals and being strict 1 lindus the preparation of
their food and their own ablutions and the washing of their pots
and pans before and after eating took much time. The last hour
or two of the march that day was very slow for I kept the rest
back so as not to leave the two sick men in the rear. The jungle
is infested with tiger and had they been unable to proceed and
been left alone by the wayside they would have run a great risk,
However, we got them safely into camp and a few hours* rest set
them right again.
As we proceeded eastward the next day the jungle thickened,
The trees grew taller and were closer together and it was only here
and there that the mountains were visible between their trunks,
There was less undergrowth and more shade. From time to
time a natural clearing in the forest opened up the view ahead
and we caught a glimpse of a xvide plain stretching north and
south and bounded on the east by another range parallel to that
which we were crossing. It was the valley of the Yu river,
a tributary of the Chindwinu
At a wayside shrine erected to propitiate the spirits that had
their abode in a neighbouring group of trees  the  Mampuri
porters  prostrated themselves  and   made offerings of a little
rice and fruit.    The shrine was merely a small enclosure of
bamboo canes, with a few large stones representing an altar while
some strips of coloured silk and cotton hung from a rough trellis
canework above.   From this point the descent grew steeper with
many patches of rough rock to cross*    In the forest near the
roadside a triangular pillar marks the boundary of India and
Burma,    Then a stretch of level walking brings the traveller
unexpectedly to a wide stream—a long quiet reach ending in
gurgling rapids.   It was deep enough, but the porters, wading
breast high, my luggage on their heads, crossed without mis-
adventure.    Then another   spell of level ground shaded by
splendid trees and Tamu is reached—the Burmese frontier post,
One street is almost all there is, with a Police Station, a Post
Office, the hospitable bungalow of the staff of the Bombay
Burma Corporation which holds the concession for many teak
forests and keeps elephants in the district for hauling the timber
to the river—and a few Burmese and Indian shops.    Every

